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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
  
TITLE: Quilt Blocks: variation on a theme 

Traditional quilt blocks and patterns will be introduced to use as inspiration and the foundation of block drafting 
for students interested in creating their own thoughtfully designed quilt patterns. We will use a mix of thoughtful 
planning, creative problem solving and fun improvisational piecing and finishing to make a small one of a kind, 
modern quilt wall hanging. 
 
Instruction will be given on taking the traditional blocks or ideas and making them in to realistic patterns on 
paper.  The patterns will be drafted on graph paper to direct the students as they explore scale, pattern and 
repetition to successfully plan and make a series of quilt blocks.  Each block will be arranged together to make 
the overall quilt pattern.  The pattern pieces will be cut from the students fabric stash using rulers and rotary 
cutters with demonstrations on proper cutting techniques and adding seam allowances.  The drafts will guide the 
students as pattern piecing, color, and fabric choices are improvised during the making process on a felt design 
wall to create blocks that build the quilt top.  Construction techniques will be taught using the sewing machine, 
piecing fabric together, to maximize time and efficiency without sacrificing on design or craftsmanship.   
 
We will cover a small range of hand stitching techniques including, basting, tying and hand quilting, that will 
allow us to combine our quilt tops with batting and backing fabrics to make the quilt.  Last, but not least, we will 
make our own bias binding and learn the proper way of attaching the binding to the quilt top to finish the project 
professionally.  
  
Depending on the students’ skill level and the complexity of their project each student may complete a small wall 
hanging or a small quilt top that can be taken home and finished on their own time while having a great time in a 
constructive atmosphere.  Each student will leave with the confidence of making and designing their own quilt 
blocks, the techniques used to complete the projects and some wonderful new memories.   
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! *Sketchbook 
! *Pen/*pencil-your favorite writing/sketching tools, pencil with eraser is recommended along with a pen for 

permanent markings 
! Sewing thread-(all purpose - neutral color) 
! Quilting thread-gutterman hand quilting in preferred color 
! Quilting thread-DMC pearl cotton No. 8 in preferred color 
! Fabric stash (about 2 yards of 44” wide fabric, at least 4 colors that coordinate - ½ yard of each or 8 fat 

quarters).  Good quality easy to stitch, quilters weight, natural fiber like cotton or cotton linen blend (kona 
cotton is a great quilting fabric and comes in pre picked coordinating fat quarter bundles, Essex linen is a 
great linen blend).  Students are encouraged to work with solid colors (or patterns that work like solids - 
like a stripe or simple dot). Think about a light, dark and accent color.  Students can bring their own dyed 
fabric or dye some in the studio before beginning piecing.  The class will not be teaching dyeing but some 
help and time will be reserved for this process the first evening and morning. 

! 1 yard of cotton fabric for binding fabric-should coordinate with quilt top colors (this will frame your quilt) 
! Sewing machine (available in the studio if unable to travel with one) 
!  *bobbins 
! *Rotary cutter-we will provide replacement blades 
! Quilt rulers 
! *Scissors 
! *Seam ripper 



! *Fabric chalk 
! *Hand sewing needles 
! Machine sewing needles 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $55.00-$125.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

(339) 971-6053 
kellykye@gmail.com 

www.kyeandhardy.com 
 


